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Abstract—Project comprehension questions, such as “which modified artifacts can affect my work?” and “how can I identify the developers who should be assigned to a given task?” are difficult to answer, require an analysis of the project and its data, are context specific, and cannot always be pre-defined. Current research approaches are restricted to post hoc analyses over software repositories. Very few interactive exploratory tools exist because the large amount of data that need to be analyzed prohibits its exploration at interactive rates. Moreover, such analyses typically require the user to create complex scripts or queries to extract the desired information from data. Here we present Dominos, a tool for interactive data exploration aimed at end users (i.e., project managers or developers). Dominoes allows users to interact with different types and units of data to investigate project relationships and view intermediate results as charts, tables, and graphs. Additionally, it allows users to save the derived data as well as their exploration paths for later use. In a scenario-based evaluation study, participants achieved a success rate of 86% in their explorations, with a mean time of 7.25 minutes for answering a set of (project) exploration questions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE development leaves traces of activities – history of changes and who made those changes, list of bugs and issues related to the software, which changes fixed which issues, which files were changed together, and so on. This data, when analyzed, can help project managers and developers understand work dependencies in the team, development patterns, artifact coupling, location of frequent bugs among other relationships [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Software teams are now increasingly analyzing historical data to inform their engineering and business decisions [7].

For example, Alice is a developer who wants to find someone who can help her in her bug-fix task. To reach this goal, she may create smaller subgoals, finding and making sense of the information from each subgoal, which then guides her next set of explorations. For example, Alice might first want to explore the files that she has changed for her (incorrectly resolved) bug-fix task. She may then want to find who has expertise in those files. To do so, she may find developers in the recent past who modified those files. Or she may go one step further to find the dependent files on her bug-fix changes, and then find the developers who were involved with those dependent files. The key point is that in exploratory data analysis (similar to exploratory programming) users have a goal in mind that requires further experimentation and creative problem solving to reach that goal [8], [9].

However, very few interactive tools exist that allow end users to seamlessly explore their project history at interactive rates, and across different granularities. This happens because of the following challenges:

- Data is currently fragmented across different repositories, and has different formats. For example, version control systems store source code and its change history; issue tracking systems store bugs and discussion comments; mailing lists and chat forums contain communication records;
- Data scales according to the complexity/duration of the project and the granularity of analysis. For example, typical software projects contain thousands of artifacts, developed by hundreds of developers, over many years. If we are to consider the changes at fine granularities – that is, at the level of lines of code or methods – the scale of analysis makes interactive explorations and data visualization infeasible; and
- Data is produced continually over time. For example, active projects may have tens to hundreds of new issues, commits, and e-mail messages per day. Preprocessing this data in advance and using these static datasets does not reflect the current state of the project, as they may become outdated as the project (and its data) evolves.

While some tools allow project explorations, they typically focus on a small subset of the data and the questions that they can answer (e.g., EEL [10] focuses on expertise identification, and scopes the amount of data that can be analyzed). Others allow explorations over project characteristics and relationships that are defined a priori (e.g., Tesseract [11] allows exploration across three interlinked panels displaying file, developer, and bug dependencies), or require the end user to write queries [12], [13].

Information Fragments [3] is the only tool that allows
users to “compose” information by combining data fragments about specific work items, files, and their authors. It allows answering one question at a time (e.g., who is working on what), but is not suited for re-composition or backtracking, and therefore, unsuited for exploratory data analysis. Moreover, Information Fragments, like the other tools, operates at a predefined (coarse) granularity level (i.e., files). Providing interactive explorations at coarse-grain is itself computationally expensive and becomes prohibitively expensive if one has to allow navigation from fine-grain (changed line of code) to coarse-grain (expertise in a project) levels and vice versa — a key need in exploratory analysis.

Here we present Dominoes, an interactive, project-oriented exploration tool, where end users can explore different relationships across the different software project elements (e.g., which developer has changed a method that I have changed in the past). Our approach organizes data extracted from software repositories into matrices that are then visually represented as domino tiles reflecting relationships between two project elements (e.g., [commit|method]). It allows users to interact with these tiles, such that tiles can be interconnected based on a set of matrix operations to derive additional domino tiles. These derived domino tiles in turn represent specific project entity relationships (e.g., number of commits in which two methods co-occurred), and can be used for further explorations or visualizations.

Dominoes has been specifically designed to allow data exploration by: (1) representing all the data as matrices and allowing transformation of these matrices by leveraging software project relationships, (2) allowing users to traverse between coarse- and fine-grained project explorations, (3) providing a domino game metaphor for intuitive and interactive explorations of software relationships, (4) showing the intermediate and final results through graphics, and (5) transferring heavy data computation processing to Graphical Processing Units Parallelism (GPU).

In previous papers [14], [15], we presented the underlying approach behind Dominoes, how it extracts data from different software repositories, the types of operations, and the GPU processing and data modeling. Besides that, in another paper [16] we presented results from empirical studies about how our approach can be used to identify developers expertise at a fine-grained level (method), how it varies across time, and the speedup of running the explorations in GPUs. Thus far, we presented the data analysis by using a command line interface.

In this paper, in addition to describing the approach, we introduce a novel interactive Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Dominoes, to enable end-user interactions. We present a scenario-based user study with nine participants, where seven were software professionals. This evaluation not only helped us assess the usefulness of Dominoes, but also sheds light on how developers explore software project relationships. We stopped at nine participants, since we reached saturation, that is, we were seeing the same patterns in which participants were combining the Dominoes tiles to answer the scenario questions. The user study focused on answering the following research questions:

RQ1: How useful is Dominoes in facilitating exploration of project repositories in terms of effectiveness and efficiency?

RQ2: What types of explorations do participants perform when using Dominoes?

Our results show that participants in the study achieved a success rate of 86% in their explorations, taking an average of 7.25 minutes for answering (project) exploration questions. Participants used intermediate data visualizations as check-points to guide and correct their exploration paths. While there was a learning curve, participants became adept in completing the study tasks after their initial interactions.

We then performed two additional evaluations. First, we interviewed five software professionals to determine the kinds of questions that they have to answer in their everyday work and how Dominoes could help in answering these questions. Through these interviews, we identified different real-world exploratory questions that Dominoes can help answer. Then, as some participants of the previous evaluation suggested adding automation features to Dominoes, we implemented a recommendation support where developers provide the expected endpoints of an answer and Dominoes shows all answers that respect such endpoints. We could observe that such feature is promising, showing the correct answer in the top two to five recommendations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the Dominoes approach, summarizing its architecture, presenting the basic tiles extracted from software repositories, and showing operations that allow creation of new tiles. In the same section we also present the design rationale of Dominoes GUI. Section 3 presents the scenario-based user study used to assess the usefulness of Dominoes. Section 4 presents the feedback collected from industry professionals regarding the applicability of Dominoes in their everyday work. Section 5 presents how a recommendation feature would help Dominoes to answer the scenario questions introduced in Section 3. Section 6 presents some related work while Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2 Dominoes

In this section we first present an overview of the Dominoes infrastructure and its tiles. We then discuss the design rationale behind Dominoes. Finally, we present the GUI of Dominoes, using a scenario to explain how users can interact with its different features.

2.1 Dominoes Infrastructure

Dominoes is designed such that it extracts data from software project repositories and cross links the associated information. It is comprised of a set of modules that extract and process the data, as shown in Fig. 1.

The Extractor module (Fig. 1, blue box) accesses the repositories to extract data that is then used for building relationships. For example, commits, issues, discussions about a commit, or pull request can be collected from GitHub. Currently, we mine Git (for version management) by cloning and accessing the remote project repository. Dominoes then pre-processes the data from the repository by analyzing which files, packages, classes, and methods were modified to create a tree of all modifications. We use the Eclipse
Dominoes allows different operations to be applied over these tiles. The multiplication operation \((\times)\) multiplies two dominoes tiles generating a derived tile. In fact, it behaves in the same way of matrix multiplication. The transposition \((T)\) operation transposes rows and columns in a matrix that represents a Dominoes tile. Aggregate \((\sum)\) is an operation above operations into a Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture, making it possible to execute the intensive matrix operations on a GPU device. When a matrix manipulation is required, Dominoes forks its execution by triggering the respective asynchronous GPU code (called kernel) based on the desired operation.

While designing Dominoes, we considered different approaches for modeling our data in a way that would make it easy and intuitive for end users to manipulate the data. One approach was the MapReduce method [17]. MapReduce relies on two important operations: mapping data to a key and reducing this data to a smaller set. However, among all the operations available in Dominoes, only one involves dataset reduction ("aggregate"). Additionally, MapReduce involves constant I/O operations, leading to a constant data transfer between CPU and GPU memory. It is important to note that data transfer between memories is a bottleneck for GPU applications [18]. Modeling the data structure as matrices allows optimal parallelization, especially in the case of operations that have only local data dependencies and avoid code divergence, as it is in our case.

Except for the CUDA kernel operations, Dominoes is developed in JAVA. Performing operations over these tiles, therefore, requires communicating the data with the kernels in CUDA. Consequently, Dominoes implements a Java Native Interface (JNI) that is responsible for the Serialization and Deserialization of building tiles to and from CUDA.

### 2.2 Dominoes Tiles

Dominoes consists of a set of basic building tiles that can be combined to produce derived building tiles. Here is a list of the basic building tiles available in Dominoes:

- **[class][method]** ([Cl][M]): relationship between a class and its constituent methods, where cell \([i,j]\) has a value of 1 when class \(i\) contains method \(j\).
- **[file][class]** ([F][Cl]): relationship between a file and its constituent classes, where cell \([i,j]\) has a value of 1 when a file \(i\) contains class \(j\).
- **[commit][file]** ([C][F]): relationship between commits and files, where cell \([i,j]\) has a value of 1 when commit \(i\) adds or modifies file \(j\). Note that the index \(i\) does not denote the commit id.
- **[commit][method]** ([C][M]): relationship between commits and methods, where cell \([i,j]\) has a value of 1 when commit \(i\) adds or modifies method \(j\).
- **[developer][commit]** ([D][C]): relationship between developers and their commits, where cell \([i,j]\) has a value of 1 when developer \(i\) is the author of commit \(j\).
- **[package][file]** ([P][F]): relationship between a package and its constituent files, where cell \([i,j]\) has a value of 1 when a package \(i\) contains file \(j\).
- **[issue][commit]** ([I][C]): relationship between commits and issues, where cell \([i,j]\) has a value of 1 when commit \(i\) implements/fixes issue \(j\).

Dominoes provides several operations over the data, which are performed by the following modules: (1) **Linear Transformations** for multiplication, transposition, aggregation, and sorting of tiles, (2) **Data Mining** to obtain support, confidence, and lift of tiles, and (3) **Statistics** for calculating the mean or median of tiles. In Section 2.2 we discuss the basic and derived tiles together with the linear transformations provided by Dominoes. The data mining and statistics operations are not discussed here as they were not used in the analyses presented in this paper, but are detailed in [15].

Performance becomes an issue when we compute relationships at the fine-grain level. Therefore, in order to allow efficient computation at interactive speeds, we model the...
that sums up either all the rows or columns of a matrix, producing a column or row matrix (i.e., a vector). As an example, applying the “aggregate by row” over the \([C|F]\) tile \(\sum_{i} C[F]\) produces the count of changes over each file, whereas aggregating by column on the same tile \([C]\sum_{i} F\) produces the count of files changed by each commit. Finally, \((1)\) and \((2)\) represent increasing and decreasing sorting orders, respectively. In this case, \([C|F]\) performs an increasing sort over commit values.

The basic tiles can be combined in many different ways. Here we list a small set of derived tiles that are computed by using only multiplication and transposition:

- **[method][method]** \([M|M] = [C|M]^{T} \times [C|M]\): represents method dependencies, where \([i,j]\) denotes the strength of dependencies between methods \(i\) and \(j\). Additionally, the main diagonal of this matrix represents how many times a method has been modified (also achieved through \(\sum_{i} M\)). The rationale behind this matrix is based on logical coupling, as elements that are co-committed share some programming logic. We can also create a \([M|M]\) matrix through program analysis—in this case it would be a basic building tile. Such \([M|M]\) matrices have been explored by Steward [19] in creating Design Structure Matrices.

- **[class][class]** \([|C|C] = [C|L] \times [M] \times [C|M]^{T}\): represents class dependencies, where \([i,j]\) denotes the strength of the dependency between class \(i\) and class \(j\). In Dominoes, results at a higher level of abstraction can be easily obtained by combining tiles from lower level (e.g., composing this \(|C|C\) tile with \(|F|C\) or \([P|F] \times [F|C]\) would raise the abstraction to the file or package level, respectively).

- **[issue][method]** \([|I|M] = |I|C \times [C|M]\): represents the methods that were changed regarding an issue. Applying an aggregation operation over the (bugfix) issues allows identifying the methods that are “buggy”, as these methods tend to have a high number of issues related to them.

- **[developer][method]** \([|D|M] = |D|C \times [C|M]\): represents the methods that a developer has changed and can be used to identify experts on a particular method.

- **[developer][class]** \([|D|C] = |D|M \times [C|M]^{T}\): represents classes that a developer has changed. \(|D|C\) uses the composition operation to provide expertise information at the class level, which is typically used during bug triaging [3].

- **[developer][developer]** \([|D|D] = |D|M \times [M] \times |D|M^{T}\): represents the social dependency among developers due to the underlying technical dependencies in their work. This derived building tile uses other derived building tile \([M|M]\) and \([D|M]\) in its definition.

- **[commit][commit]** \([|C|C] = |C|M \times [M|M]^{T}\): represents similarity among commits by considering common methods that were changed by them.

### 2.3 Design Guidelines

Dominoes’ graphical user interface was designed to enable end users, who in our case can be project managers or developers, to perform exploratory data analysis over their projects. The Dominoes design leverages the following set of guidelines that, when blended together, provide a highly interactive and powerful tool for exploratory analysis of software engineering data.

**Domino tile metaphor.** A primary goal of Dominoes is to allow a user to reason about the data relationships among project elements. Additionally, we want users to be able to explore different project relationships. We, therefore, use graphical elements that resemble domino tiles to allow users to explore their project by combining these tiles. Users can try different (data) tile combinations and operations, such that they can explore different relationships among the project elements.

We allow direct manipulation of graphical pieces, instead of a query-based approach [12], [20] because: (1) the tiles allow users to more easily visualize the different project elements, and how they can be combined together, (2) users can incrementally compose their final query by exploring the different project relationships, and (3) users do not need know or learn a specific query language, or formally express ahead of time how the data should be integrated; creation of appropriate queries is often a barrier for end users [3].

**Data, operations, and visualizations are first-class elements:** Performing exploratory data analysis, by its definition, involves exploring and evaluating different aspects of the (project) data. We leverage visualizations to enable users to check the results of their exploration, and refine their exploration as needed. Further, we explicitly treat data (project elements), operations that can be performed on the data, and visualizations as first-class entities, such that users can seamlessly explore different data elements by operating over the tiles, and checking the results of the exploration through visualizations.

**Seamless transition across granularities:** Different types of questions can be answered at different levels of granularity. For example, a class may need to be refactored if there are multiple developers working on the same class, which might lead to merge conflicts. Similarly, a package may need to be refactored to match the structure of a distributed team to improve coordination (Conway’s Law [21]). Sometimes, the same question can be asked at different levels of granularity. For example, developers’ past edits to a class can be used to determine the developer who is an expert on a class [1]. However, edits at the method level can reflect the expertise coverage of a developer on a class [16]. We, therefore, allow seamless transition among granularities (low to high) by leveraging different types of composition matrices \([class][method]\), \([file][class]\), \([package][file]\), etc.) and operations over these matrices.

**Exploration at interactive speed.** As noted, a key requirement of Dominoes is to support project exploration across different project elements and granularity. For this to be successful, the tool needs to have high computation performance. Large software projects have hundreds of developers, thousands of files, which in turn may contain many methods, and thousands of commits. This quickly becomes a big-data problem. We therefore, allow incremental data updates, use GPU for big data transformations (matrix transformations), and adopt thresholds in visualizations and in segmenting the data to allow quick data explorations. Our GPU implementation achieved up to three orders of magnitude of performance increment when compared with our
efficient matrix-processing algorithms running in CPU [16].

Exploration history: A key aspect of exploratory data analysis is investigating different ideas, and then identifying a (good) solution. Such an exploration requires backtracking of ideas or jumping off of a previous (partial) analysis. We allow users to perform such exploration of project data through: (1) undo-redo of operations, (2) derived tiles that represent partial analysis steps that users can reuse, and (3) exploration paths that are archived for each derived tile so that users can understand how they arrived at a solution (derived tiles), or reuse the exploration path partially or in its entirety. The exploration paths can be viewed in a tree format (along with backtracks).

Extensibility: A primary goal of our work is to allow Dominoes to be easily extended to include different types of data, operations, or visualizations. We, therefore, decouple the data collection from consumption. New types of data can be easily collected by creating wrappers for different types of repositories (e.g., a choice of version control systems such as SVN, Git, Mercurial), or different types of data (e.g., version histories, issues, email). Currently, we collect data from version histories (Git) and extract issue information from Bugzilla. Additional wrappers for different repositories or types of data can be “plugged” into the system. Similarly, we currently have visualizations such as, network graph, matrix view, tree structure, and bar chart. Other visualizations, such as heat-maps or radial charts, can be easily added. This extensibility of data collection and visualization is possible because Dominoes uses matrices, a simple and general data structure.

2.4 Dominoes GUI

Dominoes interface comprises four panels as shown in Fig. 2. The top pane (Fig. 2 (a)) allows users to select a project to work with, as well as the time frame for analysis. Besides that, it presents a timeline view of the project activities regarding the number of commits and the number of new issues. Users can use the “Project” button to import a new project or update an existing project with new data. Additionally, the library panel (Fig. 2 (b)) holds all the dominoes tiles (the basic building tiles and the derived ones). The editor canvas (Fig. 2 (c)) is where users can compose the tiles or operate over them. Finally, the visualization canvas (Fig. 2 (d)) is used for presenting different types of data visualization allowed by Dominoes.

We explain the features of Dominoes through a hypothetical scenario. Let us consider Alice as our persona. She needs to identify remote team members who can collaborate with her. In the rest of the section, we describe how Alice uses Dominoes to get this information. Note, we use the (real) data from the Apache Derby project when explaining this (intentionally simple) scenario. In real life, developers can explore more complex software relationships.

Alice starts Dominoes and accesses its main window (Fig. 2). Alice decides to use the last thirteen months for her analysis (Jan 2013 to Jan 2014) and, after selecting the period in the project panel, she clicks on the “Set” button to start the analysis. Dominoes then generates a collection of basic building tiles representing relationships in the project (Fig. 2 (b)), as discussed in Section 2.1.

Alice decides to start her explorations by first looking at each tile. She decides to pick the [commit|method] ([C|M]) and [class|method] ([C|M]) tiles. To perform this action, she double clicks these tiles in the library pane (Fig. 2 (b)) to copy them to the editor canvas pane. The editor canvas (Fig. 2 (c)) with the tiles is shown in Fig. 3.

Alice is interested in knowing which commits were related to which classes, she therefore tries to combine the [C|M] and [C|M] tiles. However, note that to combine (multiply) the matrices they need to have an equal number of column and row for the first and second matrix, respectively, which translate to the same edge relationship. Since [C|M] and [C|M] do not share the same dimension, Dominoes does not allow Alice to connect these two tiles (red colored compartments in Fig. 4).

Alice realizes that the relationship types to be combined (method-method) needs to be aligned between the two tiles. So, she transposes the [C|M] matrix by double clicking the tile, which graphically swivels the tile in the editor canvas, as shown in Fig. 5. As an alternative, she could have right clicked on the tile and selected “transpose” operation.

Once the [C|M] matrix is transposed, Dominoes allows both tiles to be connected by presenting green colored compartments. This leads to the derived tile [C|C], containing information about the commits involved with the classes. Fig. 6 illustrates this operation and the derived tile.

In order to avoid redoing these operations, she saves the tile by clicking over the piece and selecting the “save” option. Once she performs this operation, the derived tile become available in the library panel, as can be seen in Fig. 2 (b) (the last piece in the column). In order to ensure that she remembers the logic behind the derived tile, since there can be other ways to achieve the same relationship, each saved tile shows its history (small gray letters) below its name (Fig. 6). Hovering over a tile also provides the information about that tile in a tooltip, as well as the number of rows and columns in the matrix.

Alice then continues her exploration in Dominoes. She decides to create a [commit|commit] matrix by combining the [C|C] tile with its transpose to generate the [C|C] tile. She then multiplies the following tiles: [D|C] ([developer|commit]), [C|C], and [D|C] transposed to generate the [developer|developer] matrix. This matrix identifies developers that committed over the same classes, which presents relevant information for identifying which developers are able to replace others because their commits involved a common set of classes. Alice decides to save the [D|D] tile for future use.

Now that Alice has created the underlying data, she wants to identify which developers are interconnected with her. Dominoes allows four different types of visualizations to be used: network graph, matrix view, tree structure, and bar chart, as shown in Fig. 2 (d) and Fig. 7.

As Alice wants to visualize the interconnection among developers, she selects the “Graph” view to visualize the [D|D] matrix. This visualization (Fig. 2 (d)) shows developers (blue nodes) who are interconnected because of a common set of classes that they committed together. The view allows Alice to set a threshold on the edge weight; that is, she can filter out developers whose edges (number of connections) are below a certain value. When she searches...
Our evaluation goal is to understand how developers would explore their project relationships and assess how Dominoes can facilitate such explorations. Through a scenario-based user study we assess Dominoes in terms of its effectiveness, efficiency, and usability in performing project explorations.
We also investigated the different types of exploration, backtracking, and corrections participants performed in their exploratory data analysis, resulting in two research questions:

RQ1: How useful is Dominoes in facilitating exploration of project repositories in terms of effectiveness and efficiency?

RQ2: What types of explorations do participants perform when using Dominoes?

3.1 Methodology

We used a scenario-based, think-aloud study, where we presented participants with situations where they had to investigate a project’s history using Dominoes to answer a set of questions. Think-aloud studies help us better understand participant behavior—which aspects of Dominoes they considered using, where they faced problems, how they problem-solved. A subset of the Apache Derby project history has been used to formulate the following four scenarios (i.e., tasks). The project history comprised data from Jan 2013 to Jan 2014. The selected period included 602 commits, 1,316 changes to classes, 7,792 changes to methods, and 264 issues. We chose Apache Derby as our test project because it has been stable, long-living, and active since its beginning.

3.1.1 Scenarios

Participants were presented with four scenarios. Each scenario was guided by the list of questions that developers ask, as presented by Fritz and Murphy [3]. They identified 78 questions grouped into eight domains. Our scenarios build on these questions, but map to more than one question. We selected those questions (from [3]) that require investigation across at least two software dependencies and include a historical component. We chose compound questions so that we could: (1) investigate the process followed by participants as they explored different aspects of their project data and (2) assess Dominoes’ usefulness in aiding this process. Of course, end users can explore simpler or more complex software relationships. Each consecutive scenario was slightly more complex, with respect to the complexity of operations and granularity of data.

We had all participants follow the same order of tasks as we wanted participants to first learn to use Dominoes in less complex situations. We recognize that such a task sequencing leads to learning effects, but this is not a problem as all participants had the same training opportunity. In the following, we discuss each scenario, as well as the mapping of these scenarios to the questions (referred to as Q#) in Fritz and Murphy work [3].

Scenario 1: “Richard is planning on performing a major
refactoring over the code he has worked on in the last 3 months. He wants to analyze the commit history of his modifications to identify which developers might be affected by his refactoring. How can he do so?" This scenario maps to Q13 ("Who is working on the same classes as I am and for which work item?") or Q26 ("How do recently delivered changes affect changes that I am working on?"). One way a user can answer this scenario is by identifying all the developers whose changes are related to Richard’s changes (Richard is an actual Derby developer). One possible answer when considering changes at the method-level is $[D][D] = [D][C] \times [C][M] \times ([D][C] \times [C][M])^T$, where similar commits (i.e., changing the same methods) are used to identify the dependency among developers. This scenario represents the basic usage of Dominoes, where tiles can be combined based on their underlying relationships by using the multiplication and the transposition operators.

Scenario 2: “Knut has been a core developer in Derby, but lately has too many issues to resolve and is not able to fix them quickly enough. Therefore, his manager has decided to give him a team of developers. Knut would like to include in his team people he has worked with before, in the context of fixing issues in the past 6 months. How can Knut identify the developers he should include in his team?” This scenario maps to Q11 ("What classes has my team been working on?"). Q43 ("How has made changes to [a] defect?"), or Q1 ("Who is working on what?"). An ideal solution is identifying the issues that were related to commits that Knut made, and then identifying other developers who also committed to these issues: $[D][D] = [D][C] \times [I][C]^T \times [I][C] \times [D][C]^T$. This scenario is more open-ended than the previous scenario, incorporates additional data source (issues), and spans a longer time period.

Scenario 3: “A senior developer, Susan, wants to identify the appropriate developer to be assigned to a new task that requires significant modifications to the class java.drda.org.apache.derby.drda.NetworkServerControl. She wants to do so using the development history of the class in the last 4 months. How can Susan identify the best developer for this task?” This scenario maps to Q5 ("Who to assign a code review to? / Who has the knowledge to do the code review?"). Q6 ("What have people been working on?"), or Q8 ("What is the evolution of the code?"). An ideal solution involves the following operations: $[D][C] = [D][C] \times [C][M] \times [C][M]^T$. This operation is more complex than the previous ones, as there is no piece that directly involves changes (commits) to a class. Participants have to navigate from fine-grain (method) to coarser grain (classes). They also need to use the appropriate visualization (graph) to find the right information from that visualization.

Scenario 4: “The Derby team has realized that they have not refactored their code base in a while and functionalities have been added in an ad-hoc manner, so they need to refactor their code base. However, they have limited time for doing this, so they want to first identify the classes that are the most brittle – that is, classes that have undergone a lot of changes in the last six months of development. How can the team do this refactoring?” This scenario can be mapped to Q23 ("Which class has been changed most?"), Q8 ("What is the evolution of the code?") or Q27 ("What code is related to a change?"). This scenario is the most open-ended, and there are several different ways to answer it. One possible answer is: $[C][C] = [C][M] \times [C][M]^T$; $\sum [C][C]$, where a user sums the number of times that a class method has changed, followed by a (decreasing) sorting operation on the classes. A user may also analyze how much of a class has changed (the number of methods in the class that has been edited).

### 3.1.2 Participants

We were interested in how managers and developers would use Dominoes to explore project relationships. Since novice developers as well as non-programming managers will need to understand their projects, we selected developers with different backgrounds and experiences. Table 1 shows the general demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P#</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>CM Experience</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Academic</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Repo Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>0.5 years</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1.3 Study Design and Analysis

Participants were instructed on the overall experiment setup to get their (informed) consent. We then explained the think-aloud method, followed by a video tutorial about Dominoes. Participants were also reminded about the concepts of matrix multiplication and transposition. These steps took around 25 minutes. After this, we gave participants five minutes to explore Dominoes, using a different database from the one used in the experiment.

Once participants had finished the training, they were presented with the four scenarios, one at a time. Each scenario was time-boxed to 15 minutes; participants were asked to move to the next task after this time. We time-boxed each scenario so that all participants could experience all the scenarios. We did not provide any help to participants during the session. At the end of each scenario, participants saved a screenshot of their solution. Participants talked-aloud when answering question for each scenario. We recorded audio of what the participant said and screen-capture video.
The first author, sitting off to the side, took notes about unusual actions or problems faced by the participant. At the end of the study, participants were given a short break, during which the author conferred his notes and the recordings to identify actions that needed clarifications. He then conducted a semi-structured, retrospective interview. For unusual actions or mistakes, he replayed the screen-capture video to participants and asked them about their action(s).

At the end of the interview, the participant filled out an exit survey containing the following questions about their experience with Dominoes: (1) Were Dominoes tiles easy to interact with? (2) Were Dominoes derived tiles easy to create and use? (3) Were Dominoes operations easy to use? (4) Were Dominoes visualizations useful in answering the questions? and (5) Did Dominoes help you to investigate the Apache Derby project? These questions had a five-point Likert scale, ranging from Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5). Additionally, participants used the Microsoft Product Reaction Card 1 to best select their experiences during Dominoes usage.

We answer the RQ1 through a quantitative analysis of participant data and feedback (Section 3.2.1), and RQ2 through qualitative analysis, as detailed below.

We used a baseline code set inspired by previous research [22], [23] to analyze the exploration behavior of participants and the barriers they faced (Section 3.2.2). We created new codes to represent participant actions when using Dominoes (Table 4). We coded the video recording by annotating the video with the specific actions. Two researchers performed this action on a participant’s data and performed negotiated agreement to reach consensus about the code categories and the rule set. A code was dropped if we could not reach consensus after three rounds of discussions. After this step, the first author coded the rest of the participant data.

### 3.2 Results

Here we present our evaluation results structured around our research questions.

#### 3.2.1 How useful is Dominoes in facilitating exploration of project repositories?

We answer this question by analyzing Dominoes in terms of its effectiveness, efficiency, and user satisfaction.

**Effectiveness:** We calculate the correctness scores of participants for each scenario (see Table 2). On an average 3.44 (out of 4) answers were correct (median 4). Five out of nine participants got all answers correct; whereas, three participants got one answer incorrect, and one participant got two answers incorrect (P5). On further analysis regarding P5, we found that he did the least amount of exploration of the different tiles and ways to combine them (see Section 3.2.2). Moreover, he was convinced that his answers were correct for all the scenarios.

All participants answered scenario 4 correctly, despite it being an open-ended question. When considering P5, although he did not explore different options for this scenario, he did formulate the scenario correctly. Moreover, this allowed him to reuse the concepts (e.g., sorting the bar graph) from Scenario 3, which he had answered correctly.

1. Developed by ©. 2002 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

#### Finding 1: Participants using Dominoes reached correct answers in 86% of the cases.

#### Learning: On average, participants took 7.25 min. to complete the tasks (see Table 2). Some participants (P3, P5, P8) finished the tasks relatively quickly (avg. = 5.25 min.), whereas some (P1, P4, P6, P7, P9) took longer (avg. = 8.6 min.) P8 took the least amount of time per task (avg. 5.05 min) and got all the questions correct. On the other hand, P5 spent less time on scenarios 1 and 2 and got both of them wrong. Apart from P5, there is no clear pattern between the time spent on a question and correctness. Note that both P5 and P8 performed repository analysis as part of their jobs, however, P8 had more experience.

Past studies have shown that after a substantial training over SQL (1.5 hours), users could write queries that join two domains in a mean time of 5.10 minutes [24]. The first two scenarios that required combining data from two domains (S1: [D|C] × [C|M], S2: [D|C] × [I|C]) were completed in an average of 5.48 and 4.50 minutes, respectively. This is very close to what can be accomplished using queries, but only after extensive training. In contrast, our participants had only 15 minutes of training in Dominoes.

Scenarios 3 and 4 were open-ended and needed more exploration, and hence more time (10.96 min. and 8.06 min., respectively). Scenario 3 took the longest time. We found this was because participants had to sort on a specific column and use the bar chart, therefore, they had to figure out the right operation (sort), on the right data column/tile, and the correct way to order the bar chart.

Please notice that P7 spent 15.6 minutes (exceeding the time-box of 15 minutes). It was due to a short computer freezing during screen capture. However, the answer to the question has been formulated during the specified time.

#### Finding 2: Dominoes has a 15-minute learning curve. After 15 minutes of training, participants could use Dominoes (taking about 5 min. for answering each structured scenario).

#### Satisfaction: We infer the satisfaction of using Dominoes based on our survey and the terms chosen by participants...
in the Microsoft Reaction Card. All the questions were answered by the participants in a private room.

The exit interview contained Likert Scale questions about the ease of use of Dominoes (Table 3), where answers could range from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). The results show that all answers are positive – all above “agree”. Of special note is Q5, which was about how useful was Dominoes in performing exploration of the Apache Derby project. It received the highest score (4.89). The lowest score (4.11) is for how easy it was to use the operations; two scored their answers as neutral (3). These participants were P5 and P7; both had performed explorations that were deviating from the results, and had incorrect answers. The difficulties in using the operations likely affected their perceptions (and their results). These responses reflect that participants were satisfied with using Dominoes. However, we recognize that participants could be influenced by the wording of our questions and the fact that they were responding to a tool evaluation. We discuss this further in Section 3.3.

We also asked the participants to rate each of the four scenarios on the ease of performing exploration. The average Likert scores for the scenarios are: 4.56 (S4), 4.44 (S2), 4.11 (S1), and 3.33 (S3). The median scores for all scenarios was 5, except for S3, which was 3. This was a scenario that two participants got wrong (P3 and P9), and took the longest time (avg. 10.56 min), which is a likely reason for the neutral answer from participants.

We present the results of the Microsoft Reaction Card through a word cloud depicting the frequency of terms selected by participants (see Fig. 8). The five most frequent words were: Efficient (6), Time-Saving (5), Fast (5), Innovative (5), and Useful (5). These results show that participants found Dominoes to be quick and efficient in allowing them to explore the project repository. We believe that the ability to pick a tile (project relationship), compose it with other tiles, and visually verify the answer helped participants quickly find answers. As P6 mentioned: “I am impressed... Dominoes produces data very fast”.

Participants also found Dominoes to be innovative (three additional participants chose “Novel” as a term), and wanted to learn and “play” with the tool. Participant P1 said: “Congratulations. It [Dominoes] is an interesting tool. When it will be available for use?”.

A few participants found the tool to be Complex (2) or Too-Technical (1). These were participants with the lowest experience with version control systems and had never analyzed data repositories before. This suggests that there is a learning curve associated with performing repository analysis using Dominoes, especially in framing the exploration as a composition of software relationships. A larger, longitudinal study is needed to understand the severity of the learning curve and its impact on project exploration.

Finding 3: Most participants addressed Dominoes as efficient, time-saving, fast, innovative, and useful tool in Microsoft Reaction Card.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Avg. (med)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1. Easy to interact with Domino tiles</td>
<td>4.44 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. Easy to create and use derived tiles</td>
<td>4.56 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3. Ability to create operations over tiles</td>
<td>4.11 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4. Visualizations were useful to answer tasks</td>
<td>4.78 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. Dominoes helped in project exploration</td>
<td>4.89 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2. What types of explorations do participants perform when using Dominoes?

To better understand the kinds of exploration behavior facilitated by Dominoes, we qualitatively analyzed participant actions. We frame our results by first analyzing the steps that participants took to perform their explorations. We then investigate the effects of the different navigation strategies employed by our participants.

Analytics Step

We categorized the different analytic steps taken by our participants into four main categories: exploration, verification, adjustments, and organization. Within each of these categories, we identify the specific exploration behavior. Table 4 details these steps further.

Based on recorded videos, each participant’s actions were encoded using the negotiated agreement as described earlier. Fig. 9 presents a visual overview of the different analytic steps taken by participants per scenario (task). Each participant operation is represented as a cell (3 millimeters wide), with specific user actions (e.g., save, reuse, backtrack) annotated in the graph with an icon. The length of each bar represents the number of steps a participant performed during the study.

We color the segments of the graph based on their exploration type. When participants use tiles or operations that lead towards the correct solution (i.e., “Move Forward”), these operations are colored green. On the other hand, when participants use tiles or operations that do not lead to the right solution (i.e., “Deviate”), such operations are colored red. Finally, when participants are repeating previous actions, they are colored in yellow with horizontal lines in
TABLE 4
Categories used for classifying participants’ steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td>Move Fwd. Performs actions towards the correct solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deviate Performs actions that do not lead to a correct solution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repeat Repeats past (wrong or right) actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>Checkpoint Verifies if the actions thus far are correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Confirm Checks another visualization to ensure the correctness of answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjustment</td>
<td>Viz. Tweak Adjusts some aspects of the visualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tile Tweak Adjusts some aspect of the tile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Backtrack Abandons current exploration path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>Save Saves derived tiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reuse Uses derived tiles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

green or red, should these actions lead to the right solution or deviation, respectively.

For each scenario, we mark in the graph whether the participant got the correct answer (a tick mark) or failed to do so (a cross mark).

To contrast different types of user behavior let us consider participants P7 and P5. P7 had 4 years of industry and some experience in academic development (1 year). He had no experience in repository analysis. He performed the largest number of actions using the tool (283 actions and 48 tiles), and had many actions where he was deviating from the path (26 actions), as well as repeating right actions (9) and wrong actions (2). He frequently used the visualizations as check points to understand whether he was in the right path (or still on the wrong path). Based on these visualization checks, he backtracked his investigation (in both S1 and S4). He was relatively quick in the actions (see Table 2).

In contrast, P5 had 5 years of experience in academia, but 0.5 years in industry; and had experience in performing repository analysis. He got incorrect answers to S1 and S2. He also performed the fewest actions (92 steps and 25 tiles). He never recovered from the deviations (in both S1 and S2). He used the visual checkpoints for all tasks, but for S1 and S2 he did not realize that the data presented by the visualization was wrong.

Finally, we take the example of P2, the person with no experience in industry or repository analysis. We observe that P2 obtained correct answers for all the scenarios. He deviated in his explorations, but was able to recover by using checkpoints. We see that although P2 was a novice, he was able to easily grasp the working of Dominoes. In fact, he recommended additional functionality such as ability to order rows in the matrix visualization.

In summary, our observations and participant feedback indicate that participants investigated different exploration paths using the Dominoes interface, which was quick and easy to operate. In the following subsections, we discuss the participants exploration behaviors further.

Fig. 9. Participants’ action map.
Finding 4: Dominoes allowed participants with different backgrounds to perform different types of data exploration.

Alternative ideas

We found that trying multiple ways to analyze relationships was helpful in reaching the correct answer. This showcases the usefulness of allowing exploratory analysis, and multiple paths to solving a problem—key principles of Dominoes.

The number of unique and derived tiles used by participants and the correctness of their results indicate the usefulness of exploration. Fig. 10 shows the total number of unique derived tiles (blue) and derived tiles (green), sorted based on the total number of correct answers.

**Unique tiles:** Each unique derived tile represents different relationships among artifacts, and thus a different perspective of analysis. For instance, one can explore the knowledge of a developer by using the edited files, leading to tile $[D|F] = [D|C] \times [C|F]$ (coarse grain). The same insight can be obtained by inspecting the edited methods by a developer, leading to tile $[D|M] = [D|C] \times [C|M]$ (fine grain). Thus, if a participant was stuck when analyzing the $[D|M]$ tile, she could derive the $[D|F]$ tile and continue her analysis, as $[D|M]$ can easily connect with $[C|M]^2 \times [F|C]^2$.

Our participants performed such explorations reviewing data from alternative perspectives. In fact, some used exploration paths we had not envisioned. For instance, in S3 we expected participants to use the total amount of modifications per class ($\sum [D|Cl]$). However, P1 and P5 answered the scenario by using a $[D|Cl]$ tile. They used a graph to visualize this tile and tweaked the threshold until just one edge remained. Similarly, P3 also used a graph to answer scenario 4. Participants using alternative ways of composing information, which in turn helped them arrive at the correct solution.

Finding 5: Dominoes allowed participants to generate alternative and unique solutions for the same problem.

Derived Tiles: The total number of derived tiles, which mirrors the number of unique tiles, also shows that when participants explored composing data in different ways they did better. At one end of the spectrum, we have P5 (leftmost participant in Fig. 10) with the minimum number of derived tiles (13) and just 2 right answers. On the other hand, P6 had the maximum number of derived tiles (29) and all four scenarios having correct answers.

When we unpack the exploration behavior of the participants in Fig. 10, we see that exploration (high number of derived tiles) helped participants (P4, P1, P6) get (all) correct answers. For example, P6, the participant with the most derived tiles, tinkered a lot. He combined tiles in different ways to visualize the relationship in the data from different perspectives. P6, said: “What about if I combine these two pieces [tiles]? Maybe this path will lead to the answer”.

Moreover, we find that exploration was helpful when users were struggling to find the right answer. For example, P5 barely performed any exploration when he was in the “wrong path” (red patches in Fig. 9) and ended up with incorrect solutions for scenarios 1 and 2. However, he spent more time in scenarios 3 and 4, performing checks and tweaking the visualization to arrive at the correct answers. On the other hand, P7 had the most number of deviating actions performed in the study (45 deviation steps in Fig. 11). However, these explorations allowed him to recover, and he was able to correctly answer three scenarios (S1, S3, S4). In scenario 2 (S2), where expertise was to be computed based on the number of issues fixed; P7 however used the number of file modifications. In the retrospective interview, we found that he misunderstood the scenario. He said: “I did not notice it [that issue fix was required]”.

P2 and P8 show a different pattern. Both have all correct answers with not much exploration. Our interviews revealed that both participants understood the concept of Dominoes very quickly. P8 had experience in repository analysis and was used to combining data based on the underlying relationships. P2 did not have experience in repository analysis, but had background in data provenance, allowing him to understand the concepts underlying Dominoes quickly. He said: “Dominoes pieces [tiles] are self-explanatory and it is possible to easily understand relationships”.

Finding 6: Dominoes tends to fosters explorations; the majority of participants who explored more were likely to get correct answers.

Parallel Exploration: A key aspect of exploration is being able to compare and contrast alternatives [25]. Dominoes allows users to explore multiple data transformations at the same time. Users can simply keep multiple tiles in the canvas (where a tile itself can be the output of data transformations). They can also combine different transformation paths to get to a solution. Dominoes also allows parallel explorations of its visualizations.

We found multiple cases (P1 and P9) where participants performed parallel explorations during data manipulation. For example, P1 in S3 made a wrong operation (aggregation) on a tile, but she realized this after checking the visualization. She then resumed working on a previous exploration path (tile) that she had left on the canvas. She realized that her previous path could be re-used and said: “I’ve made a mistake but I can continue the exploration from this path”, and switched to that path to reach a correct solution.
Participants were also performing checkpoints when they wanted to ensure that their explorations were on the right path. Columns 4 and 5 represent checkpoints performed immediately before switching from deviation to moving forward (switch color from red to green or yellow in Fig. 11) and immediately before switching from deviation to moving forward (switch color from green to moving forward, yellow is repeat, and red is deviating). These backtracks were triggered by checkpoints: 13 out of the 15 backtracks. For example, after a checkpoint in S3, participant P6 realized that he was in the wrong direction. He backtracked after saying: “That is not what I want. It is wrong. I need another dominoes piece [tile]”.

In 14 out of the 15 backtracking instances, participants reverted from an incorrect path to a correct one (red to green or yellow). These backtracks were triggered by checkpoints: 13 out of the 15 backtracks. For example, after a checkpoint in S3, participant P6 realized that he was in the wrong direction. He backtracked after saying: “That is not what I want. It is wrong. I need another dominoes piece [tile]”.

Finally, we find backtracking to be helpful in arriving at the right solution. When we evaluate the incorrect answers (5 cases), we find that in four out of the five cases participants did not backtrack (P3 (S3), P5 (S1 and S2), P7 (S2)).

Finding 9: Dominoes backtracking mechanisms allowed the participants to revert incorrect exploration paths in 93% of the times – 80% of the users that got incorrect answers did not backtrack.

3.3 Limitations

Here we discuss the limitations of our study design and of the tool itself.

Study design Limitations: This paper reports an exploratory study of how participants use Dominoes when...
performing a set of data exploration tasks. Such an exploratory study was needed to first understand whether users understand the Dominoes tile metaphor, and how they perform explorations. Further studies are needed to evaluate Dominoes in comparison to other data exploration tools (e.g., Information Fragments [3]).

We stopped recruitment after 9 participants since we found saturation in participant behaviors, participants were repeating the exploration paths and the mistakes. Like in any participant feedback, our exit interviews may be subjective and include desirability bias, we aimed overcome these by basing the results mainly on the qualitative analysis of user actions (and not just their responses to the questionnaire) and maintained rigor in the analysis through negotiated agreement. The inherent nature of an observational think-aloud study might create additional cognitive load in participants needing to think aloud [26]. Such limitation can be removed in future controlled quantitative studies.

Finally, we did not counterbalance the four tasks (scenarios). This was a conscious choice. The tasks were designed to be of increasing complexity, and it was important that participants first start their exploration by answering simpler questions before attempting open-ended explorations.

**Tool Limitations.** Currently, Dominoes provides seven basic tiles that link project entities, such as commits and its changes (method and file level), developer, and related issues, as well as containment relationships of methods into classes, files, and packages. Other kinds of data, such as communication, team organization, and code review information, are not yet available and would be interesting (as noted in feedback from P6). The Dominoes architecture is designed to make it easy to add tiles for such information, by creating a wrapper for the repository containing this data. Some interactions, such as “drag and drop”, were different than what participants (P2, P9) expected. For example, double clicking a tile in the library brings it onto the canvas, and tiles are rearranged in the library window by dragging; P2 and P9 expected to drag a tile onto the canvas.

Participants suggested enhancements to the visualizations that would make it easier to understand or retrieve the data. Some of the suggestions included a search (P1, P6) and reordering (P2) functionality for the matrix visualization, which can become quite large for tiles (e.g., scenario 3 led to an 8 × 300 matrix). Another recommendation was to provide tool tips or to annotate the bars (in the bar chart) with the data, since it was difficult to accurately pin point the data in a large visualization (lots of bars).

Another feature that could have benefitted participants was if the visualizations automatically updated themselves reflecting changes to the derived tiles. Currently, Dominoes requires explicitly opening a visualization by right clicking on a tile. This allows multiple visualizations to exist that can be compared side-by-side, but sometimes, participants created too many visualization and got confused. Additionally, derived tiles do not retain their history when saved as a tile (in the library), which might be useful to participants for future explorations (P7).

Finally there are some questions that are ill-suited to the matrix approach employed by Dominoes. One example of such questions are the ones that involve navigating in the transitive closure of data. For instance, identifying all methods that could be directly or indirectly affected by a bug in a specific method cannot be answered using the current matrix manipulation logic of Dominoes.

### 4 Member Checking: Industry Professionals’ Interview

As an additional investigation of how Dominoes can help professional software developers, we interviewed five software professionals. The goal of this study was to determine the kinds of questions that these software professionals had to answer in their every day work and how Dominoes could help answer these questions.

**Participants:** We recruited these software professionals by emailing eleven developers, who had collaborated with one of the co-authors in industrial research projects. We could schedule five out of the eleven participants in a 1-week period. Table 6 shows participants’ details. Participants (numbered, P11 to P15) all had significant experience in software development (from 6 to 30 years), had different occupations (e.g., software development, software engineering, project leader, and project manager), and worked with different technologies. All participants had performed some form of exploratory analysis as part of their work.

**Method:** The interviews were about one hour long. We started the session by providing some explanation about our research and obtaining their consent to record the interview. We then explained the purpose of Dominoes and the concepts behind matrix operations; these explanations...
were part of a script that the first author read out to ensure consistency across participants. Next, we gave a hands on demonstration of Dominoes by walking the participants through scenarios 3 and 4, described in Section 3.1.1. During this time, participants were encouraged to ask any questions they might have had. After this demonstration, we allowed participants to “play” with Dominoes if they desired, otherwise, we asked them to provide us with examples of how they envisioned using Dominoes in their own projects along with concrete examples of such usage.

Analysis: The interviews helped uncover 16 distinct questions that participants said they would use Dominoes to answer. We categorized these questions into six broad categories based on the intent of the question. The first author analyzed the interview transcripts to create these categories. All the authors then met to discuss these categories and the placement of the questions in these categories. Through one round of negotiated agreement (two categories were similar and were combined into one and another was dropped), we arrived at the following set of four categories:

- **Locate who**: identify developer(s) with expertise on different pieces of the code (at different levels of granularity).
- **Locate what**: identify details about particular changes or issues in the project.
- **Productivity**: identify the amount of work performed by individuals.
- **Team organization**: identify optimum work responsibilities.

**Results**: Table 7 presents the questions that our participants said they would ask Dominoes when exploring their project. Four out of five participants (P11-P14) mentioned they would appreciate using Dominoes to seamlessly explore different types of data. A common theme of questions was to identify which parts of the code were involved with issues (Q7, Q9). Others included questions about what was changed in the project (Q6-Q9); sometimes to find out which parts of the code was likely to be buggy (Q7, Q9) or for help in refactoring (Q8). P15 mentions how Dominoes can be helpful by recalling an example: “...to identify ancient methods to perform refactoring. A file can be changed a lot of times but it does not guarantee all methods were changed...I worked in a three-year-long project. In a few months before delivering it, I asked all developers to check all the methods they created but never revised...it was not possible to do so...we know some were missed”.

Participants wanted to know who had changed what to figure out task assignments (Q1-Q4) or from whom to seek help (Q15). Some participants wanted to use Dominoes to help with their team management: decide which type of tasks a developer should have (Q16), facilitate communication in the team (Q15), answer productivity questions of the team (Q10-Q13), or organize the team to ensure there is redundancy in expertise on complex parts of the codebase (Q14): P12 said: “...in case just one developer is working on a complex system, I would assign someone to work with him to mitigate the risk”.

The ability to investigate data at a finer grained level was appreciated by participants (Q1, Q6). P11 said: “allows fine granularity...it becomes much easier to identify the exact methods that have been changed by a developer”.

Additionally, participants mentioned that Dominoes would be helpful in wrangling large amounts of data (P11, P13). They appreciated the fact that by using Dominoes they would not have to export the data into multiple tools or data format (P12, P14). Participants felt Dominoes made project exploration much less complex than what they would need to do in Git (P12, P15), and Dominoes made data exploration possible for both novice and experts (P14). Two participants (P11, P15) felt that automation could help further (P15): “it would be nice to have a feature where users inform the relationship they desire and Dominoes produces all possible combinations to reach this target relationship”. In Section 5, we explore how such an automation feature could work in Dominoes.

Participants liked the ability to explore relationships across different repositories (P11-P14). This ability to ask questions across several repositories allowed them to chain questions as they understood more about the project (P13): “...Explore potential developer who creates a bug...combining commit, issues, and classes tiles I can identify the classes that have a high amount of modifications for solving a bug. From this, I can then check the developers that changed this class in the recent past...then I can infer that the one that most changed it introduced the bug...I can combine pieces to explore developers that are adding more bugs in the code. Using the information of commits, I can produce a metric of effectiveness about the changes performed by a developer”.

Additionally, participants appreciated the ability to explore the project data via visualizations (P11-P14). P12 said: “biggest problem when using tools for selecting info in a database is related to visualization. All the time, I needed to export the resulting data in order to visualize the information”. All participants (P11-P15) agreed that using Git to explore their project is difficult, requiring them to know what information they want to process, export/extract the information, and run SQL queries. P14 said: “...difficult as the data produced by Git should be imported into another tool in order to understand how these information connect to each other. Besides that, a query language would be necessary, which increases even more the complexity of the analysis”. In fact, P13 had built a visualization

### TABLE 6
Participants’ profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part.</th>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Exploratory Analysis</th>
<th>Technologies Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>Project leader</td>
<td>Identify developers that changed problematic code and identify expert developers in the code</td>
<td>Git, Subversion, Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>30 years</td>
<td>Soft. eng.</td>
<td>Identify students’ profile for merchandising</td>
<td>Oracle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>Soft. eng.</td>
<td>Identify releases and release related information in a project</td>
<td>Git, Java, Python</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>21 years</td>
<td>Project manager</td>
<td>Identify how developers are organized among repositories</td>
<td>Java, .Net, Clearcase, Subversion, Git</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P15</td>
<td>6 years</td>
<td>Soft. dev.</td>
<td>Evaluate students’ profile</td>
<td>Subversion, Git</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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who edited the problematic artifact. Last five days, for instance, and then retrieving the person can be done by Dominoes API [16] (not available in GUI).

### Table 7

Participants’ questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Question Type</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Participant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locate Who</td>
<td>Who changed what at a finer grain lens (method, complex files)?</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>P11, P12, P13, P14, P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who has (historical) expertise on parts of code?</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who should edit a (given) code part?</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>P12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who should be assigned to an issue?</td>
<td>#4</td>
<td>P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who introduced a bug?</td>
<td>#5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locate What</td>
<td>What has changed at a finer grained (method, parts of code base, complex files, across repo)?</td>
<td>#6</td>
<td>P13, P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Which files have had a lot of change (help find buggy places)?</td>
<td>#7</td>
<td>P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Which files have become stale (help refactor)?</td>
<td>#8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Which bug is related to which parts of code?</td>
<td>#9</td>
<td>P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity</td>
<td>Who is active now?</td>
<td>#10</td>
<td>P15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who has done what (amount of commits, complex code)?</td>
<td>#11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How long it takes someone to finish task?</td>
<td>#12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who creates buggy code?</td>
<td>#13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team organization</td>
<td>How well is expertise balanced to mitigate risk of lost expertise because of turnover?</td>
<td>#14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who has expertise to help someone/facilitate communication?</td>
<td>#15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who is right to fix bugs vs. make new feature implementation?</td>
<td>#16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8

Dominoes answers for the questions in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question #</th>
<th>Answer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>$[D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>Usage of 3D Dominoes pieces [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>$[D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>Same as #3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>$[D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6</td>
<td>$[C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>$\sum [C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8</td>
<td>$\sum [C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#9</td>
<td>Not yet implemented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#10</td>
<td>$\sum [D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#11</td>
<td>Same as #10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#12</td>
<td>$[D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#13</td>
<td>Same as #3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#14, #15</td>
<td>Same as #2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#16</td>
<td>Same as #1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Questions #14 and #15 can be answered by using 3D Dominoes pieces [16] in order to evaluate the expertise variation along the time. Finally, question #16 requires some sort of interpretation. To fix a bug, we can check the developer that has performed most changes in the piece of code where the bug was found, for instance. For implementing new features, one possibility is to identify the developer with consistent expertise in this part of code by using 3D Dominoes pieces.

### 5 Exploration vs. Recommendation

Although we explicitly designed Dominoes to support exploratory analyses over software repositories, we believe that users could benefit from additional recommendation support during exploration (see Section 4). For instance,
Dominoes could ask the users for expected relationship endpoints and search for all tiles combinations that respect such endpoints. Let us suppose that a user wants to know all methods that were changed together with other methods. The answer clearly has method in both endpoints: [M|M]. A recommendation system could list possible tile combinations that would satisfy this query, such as: [C|M]^3 × [C|I|M], [C|M]^2 × [C|M], etc. Then, the user would need to choose the most appropriate recommendation, which is the second in this list. This kind of support could be especially useful for newcomers, to understand possible combinations of tiles and speed-up the exploration process.

To assess the feasibility and utility of such automated support, we implemented a Jupyter notebook\(^3\) to simulate the execution of the operations over tiles. This Jupyter notebook receives the expected endpoints as input. Then, it combines the existing tiles to create derived tiles, using both transposition and multiplication, recursively. After that, it filters the results by the desired tile endpoints and sorts the results in ascending order of the number of operations used. We used this Jupyter notebook to simulate all four scenarios discussed in Section 3.1.1. For each scenario, we provided the expected endpoints and collected the possible recommendations. Table 9 shows the results.

The first column of Table 9 shows the scenario id. The second column shows the expected endpoints, extracted from the scenario description in Section 3.1.1. The third column shows the number of necessary operations to reach the correct answer. This number was derived from the correct answer shown in Section 3.1.1. For instance, the correct answer for Scenario 1 is [D|D] = [D|C] × [C|M] × ([D|C] × [C|M])\(^7\), which requires one multiplication for the first two tiles (X = [D|C] × [C|M]), one multiplication for the last two tiles (Y = [D|C] × [C|M]), one transposition (Z = Y\(^T\)), and one final multiplication (X × Z). The fourth column shows the total number of possible answers after applying all combinations of operations listed in the third column. Please notice that not all theoretical combinations are possible in practice because, while transposition can always occur, multiplication can only occur when both tiles have endpoints on different sides in common. For instance, the two operations (multiplication and transposition) applied over the seven basic tiles would produce just 21 combinations: the seven original basic tiles, the seven tiles derived from the transposition of the basic tiles, and the 7 tiles derived from the multiplication of basic tiles ([F|C] × [C|M], [C|F] × [F|C], [D|C] × [C|F], [I|C] × [C|F], [D|C] × [C|M], [I|C] × [C|M]). When applying the two operations in an iterative manner over the obtained tiles, we reach 53, 117, 231, and 450 combinations, respectively for 2, 3, 4, and 5 operations. Finally, the fifth column indicates the position in which the correct answer appears among the combinations listed in the fourth column after sorting all combinations with appropriated endpoints (second column) in ascending order of the number of operations. For instance, from the 231 possible combinations for Scenario 1, after filtering the ones with [D|D] endpoints and sorting the results in ascending order, the correct answer appears in the third position.

As shown in Section 3.1.1, the correct answer for Scenario 1 can be reached after applying 4 operations. The total number of possible tiles after applying 4 operations is 231. However, when we just consider tiles that start with ‘D’ and end with ‘D’, the correct answer can be found in the third position: [D|C] × [D|C]^7, [D|C] × [C|F] × ([D|C] × [C|F])\(^7\), [D|C] × [C|M] × ([D|C] × [C|M])\(^7\), [D|C] × [C|M] × ([D|C] × [C|M])\(^7\), [D|C] × [C|M] × ([D|C] × [C|M])\(^7\), [D|C] × [C|M] × ([D|C] × [C|M])\(^7\), [D|C] × [I|C]^7 × [I|C] × [C|D] \(^7\). For Scenarios 2 to 4, out of 450 tiles generated after 5 operations, the correct answer is listed in the fifth position, should the user provide a template starting with ‘D’ and ending with ‘D’: [D|C] × [D|C]^7, [D|C] × [C|F] × ([D|C] × [C|F])\(^7\), [D|C] × [C|M] × ([D|C] × [C|M])\(^7\), [D|C] × [C|M] × ([D|C] × [C|M])\(^7\), [D|C] × [I|C]^7 × [I|C] × [C|D] \(^7\). For Scenarios 3 and 4, the answers, respectively with 3 and 2 operations, would appear in second out of 117 and 54 possible tiles, should the user inform the expected endpoints: [D|C] × [C|F] × [F|C], [D|C] × [C|M] × [C|M] for Scenario 3 and [C|F] × [F|C], [C|M] × [C|M] for Scenario 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Endpoints</th>
<th># Operations</th>
<th># Combinations</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[D</td>
<td>D]</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[D</td>
<td>D]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[D</td>
<td>C]</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[C</td>
<td>C]</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although promising, a feature like this is still limited when composing these tiles. The user would still need to: (1) know the expected endpoints of the resulting tile, (2) choose the correct tile from the list of possible solutions, (3) choose the correct visualisation to interpret the results, and (4) search for the correct answer in the visualisation. Depending on the results, the user may need to go back to previous steps and start over. For instance, Scenario 4 also demands an aggregation over a specific column. Choosing the correct tile suggested by such a recommendation feature would be just a starting point for the exploration. Consequently, we see such a recommendation feature as complementary to the exploration features that are already in-place in Dominoes.

### 6 Related Work

While working on a software project, developers tend to ask a variety of questions, such as “where is this method called?” [3] or “who modified this class the most?” [28]. Some of these questions are easy to answer, as they target individual information and have little or no ambiguity.

On the other hand, some questions such as “what artifacts being changed by my co-workers may affect my work?” or “how can I identify the developers who should be allocated to a given task?” require more effort to be mined and answered. In order to answer these questions, it is necessary to link together different pieces of information, potentially coming from different repositories [29]. In this case, it may be necessary to check an issue tracker in order to verify in which parts of the code someone is working on. Additionally, it may be necessary to check over communications from these coworkers.

Silitto et al. [28] conducted two qualitative studies about developers performing changes tasks from medium to large

---

In this paper we presented Dominoes, a tool that allows users to perform interactive exploratory data analysis by dragging, dropping, and connecting Dominoes tiles, which supports exploration via visualizations and/or queries on a predetermined set of project relationships and predetermined type of data repositories. Voinea and Talea [31] present a framework capable of mining software repositories at coarse grain and presenting an analysis of this data through different types of visualizations. Most of these visualizations provide functionalities to sort a set of (predetermined) characteristics (such as developer’s id or file size) in order to infer information. In the same way, Metrics Viewer [32] provides visualization over repository, such as source code changes, without allowing manipulation of these data. On the other hand, tools such as Tukan [33], CollabVS [34], and Palantir [35] perform code analysis in order to identify dependencies, allowing either predefined questions or limiting the amount of artifacts that can be analyzed in a reasonable amount of time. In the case of Tesseract [11], for example, the available relationships are preprocessed and the matrices are fixed at a coarse grain level ([file, file], [file, developer], [file, bug], [bug, developer]), imposing a subset of the data that can be explored. Tableau [36] is a drag-and-drop application that generates queries from different pre-selected data sources, allowing visualization using different built-in chart types. However, to do this the user needs to use VizQL [37]—a structured query language—for selecting the data to be combined. Dominoes on the other hand does not require knowledge of any particular SQL query language.

Codebook [38] is a framework that mines relationships from software repositories, building a graph of developers and artifacts. For instance, such graph can encode the developers that are the authors of commits and the files changed by commits. Expert users can build applications that instantiate Codebook to run specific regular expressions over the graph. End users can use such applications to query Codebook through the predefined regular expressions according to specific parameters (e.g., the name of a developer or a file they want to search for). Dominoes distinguishes from Codebook in two primary ways. First, Codebook is a framework conceived to be instantiated into applications (e.g., Hoozizat [38], WhoseisThat [39], and Deep Intellisense [40]) that focus on providing predefined queries to end users. Each of these applications focus on specific types of project information. Dominoes, on the other hand, leverages an intuitive and a fast interface that allows end users to explore different project relationships on the fly. Second, although Codebook was designed to be scalable, its dependence on compilation of the regular expressions (queries) into state machines requires almost an hour—a high start-up cost for exploratory analysis. Dominoes multiplies matrices cells in parallel over GPU in few seconds for most cases [14].

Information Fragments [3] is a tool that supports querying information obtained from different sources (e.g., source code, team, etc.), and is the closest in functionality to Dominoes. Each information source, called information fragment, is represented as a graph of relationships among information from the respective domain (e.g., method calls, leadership, etc.). End users can compose new information fragments (e.g., code ownership) by connecting existing base fragments. These composed informations are in fact new edges connecting nodes of previously disconnected graphs. The composition operation relies on id matching to connect nodes from different graphs. Text matching was also proposed, but not implemented in the tool yet. Differently from Information Fragments, that requires composing queries from scratch, Dominoes allows saving and reusing composed tiles. This not only enhances the list of available tiles for other users but also speeds up the answer of new questions. Moreover, Information Fragments uses simple hierarchical views to show the answer of the queries, while Dominoes provide multiple views for presenting intermediate and final data. Finally, Dominoes was specifically designed for supporting exploratory analysis of large repositories by processing relationships as matrices in GPU. The Information Fragments paper does not provide performance evaluation; neither does it provide characterization of the size of the project used in the evaluation. We plan to contact the authors to get access to their tool to perform such a comparative evaluation in the future.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented Dominoes, a tool that allows users to perform interactive exploratory data analysis by dragging, dropping, and connecting Dominoes tiles, which
represent project entities. Dominoes allows seamless hands-on data exploration of a software project without requiring the user to write scripts or queries, or be limited by predefined relationships. Users can explore different project relationships, backtrack, and save their exploration paths. The key design decisions behind Dominoes are: (1) the use of a high-level metaphor for abstracting project relationships (dominoes tiles), (2) an intuitive mechanism for deriving additional project relationships (composing dominoes tiles), and (3) a fast mechanism for performing the matrix transformations under the hood (via GPU).

We evaluated Dominoes’ usability by having nine participants complete a set of four tasks, where they explored the Apache Derby project by creating new derived tiles, exploring different project relationships, and investigating new perspectives when visualizing these relationships. Participants were successful in 86.11% of their explorations, and were able to learn the tool quickly. While our study recruited participants with software engineering experience, we did not control for repository analysis experience; Only three of them had such experience (P5, P8, and P9). When comparing these three participants with the others they took less time on average (6.34 vs 7.70 minutes). However, they had more incorrect answers (25% vs 8%). Further analysis revealed, on average, they did less checkpoints (15.00 vs 18.16) and performed less backtracking (1.33 vs 2.00). So, while they had speed this did not convert to more accurate answers. Further studies with different types of target users and other types of software development projects are needed to generalize our results.

We also presented Dominoes to five professionals and collected real-world questions that Dominoes would be able to support answering. Finally, we experimented with a promising recommendation feature for Dominoes. A natural extension of these evaluations is to release Dominoes to the community in order to get feedback on tool enhancements and a deeper understanding about the exploration behavior of people exploring their own projects. Finally, the Dominoes approach can be applied to other domains by allowing users to extract and cross-link different data elements, which can then be used to create the Dominoes tiles (matrices).
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